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View From the Editor’s Desk
Well here we go again, another edition of Event Horizon crammed
with lots of interesting information - I hope!!
I think the first thing that should be mentioned is the great nights
we’ve been having lately. Nice, crisp and cloud free, perfect for
getting the scope out and looking at the fantastic skies. Having
just returned from a trip to China, I really appreciate how lucky
we are here. In Shanghai, I was able to see the Moon quite clearly
- however what struck me was that I could not see a single star or
planet. Quite an unusual feeling and I felt quit uneasy…
Anyway the clear skies have meant that we have some fantastic
images in the astrophotography section. We have 3 images each
from both Bob Clark and John Reichelt. Julie Lancaster has
provided an article from a “vintage” Woman’s Day magazine
regarding the Moon landing. Due to its age, the print is not the
best but can be read if you zoom in…
Not to be outdone, I’ve added a small report on my visit to the
Shanghai Science and Technology Museum. The image on the
front cover is one of about 6 rockets displayed. There’s also
capsules and other space related displays. Anyway, enough of that,
I hope you enjoy this months edition…
Cheers,

Mario
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PRESIDENTIAL MUSINGS
Dear members and friends, Woolsthorpe-by-Colsterworth. A focal point there is
the famous apple tree, still growing even after a major
Finally back from my 2 mishap to it apparently during a storm hundreds of
months travelling around years ago. Another visit, some would say pilgrimage,
England. I would like to to 19 New King St. Bath, site of William Herschels
thank my vice president discovery of the planet Uranus.
Noeleen Lowndes for
covering in my absence. Visited the home of the late Patrick Moore in Selsey.
Very much appreciated, Didn't go inside the grounds, still private property.
thank you Noeleen.Also a Took a photo of the outside front yard and house
big thankyou to our new including the well known split roll off observatory shed
editor, Mario Vecchi for his stamp on the new look which once housed his twelve and a half inch
newtonian. Just a very quick snapshot of my May, June
Event Horizon.
and early July 2014 in the UK.
In London, with a visit to the Science Museum, and
particular emphasis on things astronomical, Now to more immediate items.
including the large mirror from the Herschel 40 foot
reflector and the 6 foot diameter mirror from Lord Our AGM is set down for Saturday the 13th of
Rosse telescope as well as the small reflecting September. Come along for a barbque and social chat
telescope made by William Herschel for and used and bring your telescope. More importantly, all
by his sister, Caroline. A visit to Greenwich was on executive positions become vacant immediately prior
the agenda in particular to view the 28 inch Grubb to the AGM for the purposes of the election of a new
refractor. A walk up a spiral stairway and there it incoming executive membership.
was! Many photographs taken. Still being used for
public viewing nights if one is lucky enough to have Nominations for the election of committee members
clear weather, light pollution notwithstanding, on must be in the hands of the Secretary no later than this
Saturday nights meeting, the 9th of August. For a
your allocated viewing date.
vibrant Society to continue, the willingness to help out,
Whilst staying near Lincoln paid a visit to the determination and perserverance of the general
Lincoln Astronomy club for their monthly meeting. membership is essential for the Societies long term
Suffice to say that the similarity between their prosperity. Please give this important matter your
monthly meetings and ours are like chalk and serious consideration for the benefit of your Society.
cheese. Isaac Newton was also on the agenda with
a visit to his birthplace and childhood home at Thanking you and on that note until Saturday evening.
Woolsthorpe Manor near the village of Duncan Gillespie

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
August 9, 2014 @ 7:30pm
September 13, 2014 @ 7:30pm AGM
October 11, 2014 @ 7:30pm

Shanghai Science & Technology Museum
Mario Vecchi
During the recent Queensland school holidays, my family and
I embarked on what can only be described as a wonderful
adventure. We travelled to mainland China, visiting Beijing,
Xi’an and Shanghai. The tour we were on catered to families
with children and on the final day of our tour in Shanghai, 4
of the families, including ours, headed to the Shanghai Science
& Technology Museum.
We travelled to the museum by subway which was a lot easier
than we were expecting, all things considered. After a short
time of queuing at the ticket office for the museum - you get
used to queuing in China! - we entered what was an amazing
complex.
The highlight for me was the space exhibition. There were
about 6 rockets on display, several capsules and other
paraphernalia, all easily accessible. As you can see from the
photo to the left, you were able to get quite close to the
exhibits.
Another part of the museum was devoted to robots and this
too was fantastic. A highlight for me was the exhibit devoted
to the use of seismic exploration in the search for Oil & Gas
which just happens to be my line of work. There was also an
ancient seismograph which could determine the direction from which an earthquake had originated. The
place was huge and we easily spent our time wandering the museum.
As you can see from the photo below, Shanghai’s east bank is a very futuristic looking city and the
Science & Technology Museum was a great way to end our visit to Shanghai.
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It’s 45 years since this incredible event. Thankfully my parents had the foresight to save this souvenir article from the
Woman’s Day magazine, entitled ‘Eight days that gripped the world’.

Julie Lancaster

A compilation of the photos from the article -

In the News…
NASA tests ‘impossible’ microwave engine that produces
fuel out of empty space — and finds that it works
‘I CANNAE break the laws of physics” Star Treks’ famous
engineer “Scotty” would retort. But NASA has. They’ve produced
something from nothing, and perhaps opened a way to the stars
in the process. Scotty has to eat his hat: And the new microwave
propulsion system has been named the “Cannae Drive”. An
initially sceptical NASA decided to test a widely criticised
concept from inventor Roger Sawyer — even though established
thinking said it wouldn’t work.
It did. The engine appears to produce propulsion through
electricity. And nothing else. The usual expectation is that
thrusters need to eject some kind of mass in order for the old law
of physics “equal and opposite reactions” to kick in. For example
rocket propellant is burnt and ejected from a thruster in order to
propel a rocket upwards.
It’s the major problem all rocket scientists face: How to get the
maximum thrust from a minimum weight of fuel. This does not appear to be the case when it comes to
quantum vacuum plasma thrusters — or microwave drives. If proven, the engine would have significant
implications for the space program. Solar panels would provide satellites with all the energy they need
to constantly adjust their orbits — boosting the life of such expensive devices significantly.
NASA’s Harold White — who is leading research into “warp drives” — has previously said engines
such as this microwave drive have the potential to propel humanity to the closest star to the sun, Proxima
Centauri. It could reach the red dwarf star, some 4.2 light years away, within 30 years. They’re not sure
how it works. But NASA has gathered a pool of data suggesting it does. It’s not a huge result: In fact,
the thrust appears to be tiny — leading to some suggestion the experiment itself is flawed.
But the original microwave drive inventor has taken the opposite stance, saying NASA’s experiment
produced far lower thrust outputs than his own. Perhaps they should listen: Roger Sawyer has been met
by largely deaf ears for the past decade as he attempted to extol the merits of his new drive. While
criticism of his concept was abundant, nobody has managed to prove it wrong.Behind it all is some
pretty speculative quantum physics. At the tiniest of all known scales, the universe does not seem to
obey its own rules. One of the concepts this drive claims to exploit is an effect called quantum vacuum
fluctuation: Where particles spontaneously create themselves in the vacuum of space, before quickly
blinking out of existence again.
Somehow, these rare — here one minute, gone the next — particles are being captured and turned into
plasma inside the microwave drive. This plasma, when directed, imparts thrust. If true, it’s a source of
fuel delivered direct to the engine — without weighty or dangerous fuel tanks.And it’s constantly
re-creating itself.
Too good to be true? Ask Scotty.
http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/nasa-tests-impossible-microwave-engine-that-produces-fuel-out-of-empty-space-andfinds-that-it-works/story-fnjwlcze-1227012542098zrwdx.html
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Puerto Rico’s Arecibo Observatory detects mysterious “fast
radio burst” from deep in outer space

A TELESCOPE in Puerto Rico has confirmed what Australian astronomers have known for a while:
There are mysterious sounds emanating from deep in outer space. The Arecibo Observatory has picked
up split-second bursts of radio waves from beyond the Milky Way, which have excited astronomers
from around the world, science website Phys.org reports.
Parkes’ radio telescope in central NSW was the first to discover these curious pulses, but some scientists
wrote these off because it was the only facility to report the findings. But now the Puerto Rico telescope’s
international team of astronomers has detected similar intergalactic radio wave bursts. “Our result is
important because it eliminates any doubt that these radio bursts are truly of cosmic origin,” principal
investigator for the pulsar survey Victoria Kaspi said. “The radio waves show every sign of having
come from outside our galaxy — a really exciting prospect.”
So what is the source of the unidentified sounds? This question presents a perplexing mystery for
astrophysicists and there is no consensus. Possible answers include evaporating black holes, the merging
of neutron stars or flares from magnetars (neutron stars with powerful magnetic fields).The cosmic
bursts, which last only a few thousandths of a second, are estimated to occur about 10,000 times a day.
“The brightness and duration of this event, and the inferred rate at which these bursts occur, are all
consistent with the properties of the bursts previously detected by the Parkes telescope in Australia,”
said Laura Spitler, the lead author of a paper on the subject published yesterday in The Astrophysical
Journal .
The Arecibo Observatory has the world’s largest and most sensitive radio telescope, with a dish that
spans 305m.
http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/puerto-ricos-arecibo-observatory-detects-mysterious-fast-radio-burst-from-deep-inouter-space/story-fnjwlcze-1226985928220
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International Observe the Moon Night - 6/9/2014
Help Needed @ Mt Tamborine!!
WANTED for International Observe the Moon Night, anyone with a telescope that could assist me for
the public viewing on the 6 September at WOODSTOCK , 231 Plunkett Road, Tamborine 4270, from
6pm to 9pm (setup scopes from 5pm).
It would be greatly appreciated as permission had to be granted for the use of the property. Tamborine
Village Lions Club will supply all participating SAS members with a BBQ and drinks. Heaps of parking,
toilets on site. Please contact me so I know who will help, as food numbers required for Lions,Thanks.
My aim is to attract as much help as I can, the property will be opened on that day by the Chairman of
Youth Enterprise Trust, (after much organising by myself) for us (SAS) only.
Bryan Pott
(SAS Committee Member)
Ph..07 55438193
mob. 0431096511
email:bryan_pott@yahoo.com.au
Directions:
Beaudesert Beenleigh Road to
Chardon Bridge Road, to
Plunkett Road
Heading along Beaudesert
Beenleigh Road
from
Beenleigh towards Tamborine
either turn right onto Chardon
Bridge Road at Cedar Creek
State School then soon left
into Plunkett Road, then travel
4.5kms to 231, on left is a gate
to WOODSTOCK
OR
On Beaudesert Beenleigh
Road keep driving through
Cedar Creek to the Tamborine
Village new round-about, then
turn right to WaterfordTamborine Road and travel
3.4 kms, then turn right into
Plunkett Road, and travel a
further 2.4 kms and see a gate
to WOODSTOCK on right
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Members’ Astrophotos
M64, The Black Eye Galaxy
Bob Clark
SDistance = 24milion LightYears
Interesting

& Different from other
galaxies. Many have observed the inner
part is spinning in the opposite direction
as the outer (pretty rare). This counterrotation could be the cause for much of
the star formation which is taking place
near the core.
Secondly, it has a dark dust cloud which
it gets the name "Blackeye" Both the
unusual rotation and apparent black eye
have been attributed to a collision with
another galaxy.
Image taken from the Bob'servatory: 10"
Newt, Neq6p, OTOAG, Phd, DSS, PS CS3
Stats: Camera, QHY 10 OSC, -35degs, 4 x
300secs.

NGC6334, The Cat’s Paw Nebula
Bob Clark

Ngc 6334, The Cat's Paw Nebula, Bear Claw Nebula and Gum 64) is an emission nebula located in the
constellation Scorpius. It was discovered by astronomer John Herschel in 1837, who observed it from the Cape
of Good Hope in South Africa.
Image taken from the Bob'servatory: Same Gear used ,,,
Stats: 4 x 600secs subs..
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NGC5139, Omega Centauri
Bob Clark
NGC 5139, Omega Centauri ( Cen) is a
globular cluster in the constellation of
Centaurus that was discovered by Edmond
Halley in 1677. Located at a distance of 15,800
light-years (4,850 pc), it is the largest globular
cluster in the Milky Way galaxy
Imaged from the Bob'servatory: Same Gear
Used..
Stats: 5 x 480secs :

Antares, M4 & NGC6144
John Reichelt

Antares and 2 globular clusters, M4 and NGC 6144 and the reflection nebula IC 4605.
Taken on 30.6.14 at Mudgeeraba using a Canon 550D (mod) set at ISO 6400, with a Canon series L lens,
focal length 400 mm, f/5.6, with exposures of 120 seconds x 10.
Stacked with Nebulosity and processed with StarTools.
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Prawn Nebula, IC4628
John Reichelt

Both these images were taken on 2.7.14 at Mudgeeraba using a Canon 550D (mod) set at ISO
6400, with a Skywatcher ED 120 mm refractor with a 0.85 reducer, focal length 765 mm, f/6.4,
with exposures of 300 sec x 10.
Stacked with Nebulosity and processed with StarTools.

Cat’s Paw Nebula, NGC6334
John Reichelt
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Buy - Swap - Sell
Wanted: a copy of the ‘Autobiography of Caroline Herschel’
Wanted a copy of the ‘Autobiography of Caroline Herschel’ in good or better condition. For offers
please contact Duncan Gillespie on 33882909, or email dandg.gill@optusnet.com.au

Wanted: 2 counterweights suitable for NEQ6 mount
Wanted 2 counterweights suitable for NEQ6 mount. Please contact Duncan Gillespie on 33882909, or
email dandg.gill@optusnet.com.au

Looking for a Good Home - 2 Mirrors
Anybody interested can contact Ray Suckling for further information by email rwsuckling@gmail.com
- see the note below…
Hi Ray,
Hope you and family are well.
Just thought I’d drop you a line to let you know that Glen and I have to come to the Gold Coast soon to
finish clearing out Mum and Dad’s house as it has been sold and the settlement day will be the 18th of
August. It will be strange and sad to close the door for the last time.
But there are two telescope mirrors there. One is my original 6 inch (F10 approx.) plate glass mirror
(one inch thick) and the other is a 12.5 inch pyrex blank about two inches thick ground to a short focal
length with the idea of making a Gregorian telescope. It is ground but not polished and has a holed bored
through the centre so the light can pass to the eyepiece. It has a small chip on the edge.
If you (or you know anyone) want these they are there for the taking (free) from the 6th to the 16th
August approx. when Glen and I will be at the house before having to go back south.
Don’t feel any obligation to take them. I just thought I’d run this past you as maybe someone could
make some use of them as I’m not planning to get back into telescopes. I realize however that to buy a
good quality mirror these days is not so expensive like it used to be.
All the best,
Rod
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Astronomy Information
ISS Schedule over Brisbane

Planets During August
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Sydney Observatory night sky map

August 2014

A map for each month of the year, to help you learn about the night sky

www.sydneyobservatory.com

This star chart shows the stars and constellations visible in the night sky for Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Canberra, Hobart,
Adelaide and Perth for August 2014 at about 7:30 pm (local standard time). For Darwin and similar locations, the chart will still
apply but some stars will be lost off the southern edge while extra stars will be visible to the north. Stars down to a brightness or
magnitude limit of 4.5 are shown. To use this chart, rotate it so that the direction you are facing (north, south, east or west) is
shown at the bottom. The centre of the chart represents the point directly above your head, called the zenith, and the outer
circular edge represents the horizon.
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Mars and Saturn are high in the sky in Libra, with the planets closest on the 25th and 26th. The best time to view the Moon with
a small telescope or binoculars is a few days either side of the first quarter Moon on the 4th. High in the sky are the
constellations Scorpius (the Scorpion) and Crux (the Southern Cross). The Southern Cross is easily located using the two
nearby Pointer stars. The Pointer star Alpha Centauri is the nearest star system to the Sun. Near the end of the Scorpion’s tail is
the unofficial constellation of the Teapot in Sagittarius.
Sydney Observatory, with a magnificent view overlooking Sydney Harbour, is open 10am to 5pm
daily – except closed Good Friday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day, and open 10am to noon on
New Year’s Eve. Open Monday to Saturday for night sessions (times vary depending on the
season) for sky viewing through one of our telescopes (cosy planetarium session if cloudy), and
3D movies about the Universe. Bookings are essential for night programs.
For more information, check the website at www.sydneyobservatory.com or call (02) 9921 3485.
Sydney Observatory is at Watson Road, Observatory Hill, in the historic Rocks area of Sydney.
Sydney Observatory is part of the Powerhouse Museum. The Sydney Observatory night sky map is prepared by Dr M Anderson using the
software TheSky. © 2014 Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences, Sydney.

Society Information
Committee Meeting 6:00pm General Meeting 7.30pm
ORMEAU COMMUNITY CENTRE, McCreadie Rd, Ormeau
PRESIDENT - DUNCAN GILLESPIE Ph 0414 839 763 MEMBERSHIP OFFICER - JOE ZERAFA Ph 0421 886 376
Society postal address ~ Southern Astronomical Society Inc, PO BOX 867, Beenleigh Qld 4207
THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by blind carbon copy email so others cannot see your email address - if you do not want Event Horizon emailed please inform the sender. The Society’s Web Site and Event Horizon may contain
images of or may identify members/friends attending Society & non-Society events (Meetings, Astroquiz, Combined Societies Meetings, Field Nights and Leyburn Astrocamps, Astrofest etc); if you would prefer this not to happen, please
advise the Society in writing. If members require a copy of the Society’s Constitution, please contact the Membership Officer by mail or at a future meeting. Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS Web Site are presented in
good faith as the original work of the person submitting them. The SAS and its members accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever if the person submitting them has used another person’s property without their permission or consent.
Articles submitted by contributors are the copyright of the contributor (unless otherwise specified) and comprise their own technical and/or other information and are not necessarily the opinion of SAS or its members.

LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE
This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbie & Mark Bolton.
By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.
$5 contribution per adult per night (please pay in honour tin in site caravan)

2014 DATES: Friday to Sunday, 22nd - 24th August
LEYBURN 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast
ACCOMMODATION BYO tent, caravan OR
CABINS available in town cost $85 per room - book on 07 46950155
WEATHER very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared
KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils
POWER BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!
DRINKING WATER BYO LOO YES flushing onsite - with loo paper
SHOP 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers, ice etc & local hotel with great value meals.
Shop open 7am - 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday.
MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely
DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES / dip lights at the gate to main observing field - you will be greeted & guided to a park
CAUTIONS heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. so please take care in and around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and
wear stout footwear! Also, gets very cold in winter (down to minus -6) so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an
enjoyable week-end.
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